According to one antitheist argument, the necessarily omniscient, necessarily omnipotent, and necessarily omnibenevolent Anselmian God does not exist, because if God is necessarily omnipotent it is impossible for Him to comprehend fully certain concepts, such as fear, frustration and despair, that an omniscient being needs to possess. Torin Alter examines this argument and provides three elaborate objections to it. I argue that theists would not accept any of them because they con ict with traditional Judaeo-Christian doctrines concerning divine attributes.
(P) For any s, s fully comprehends the concepts fear, frustration, and despair only if s has actually experienced fear, frustration and despair. 3 The antitheist argument uses (P) to derive the inconsistency between necessary omniscience and necessary omnipotence. If God is omniscient then He has to understand all concepts fully. However, given (P), one's full understanding of such concepts as fear, frustration, and despair requires one to experience fear, frustration and despair, respectively. However, God cannot have those experiences because, by de nition, He is necessarily omnipotent and so could not fall prey to the weakness entailed by the having of such experiences. Therefore, the argument concludes, the Anselmian God does not exist. Notice that in order to establish the argument antitheists have to hold that (P) is a necessary truth. For, if (P) were merely contingently true then an omnipotent God could bring it about that (P) is false and the antitheist argument would immediately become unsound. 3. In the second section of his paper Alter remarks that (P) seems to gain support from Frank Jackson's Knowledge Argument against the physicalist approach to phenomenal consciousness (p. 49 50). This remark is, however, perplexing because, as is shown by the passage from Jackson that Alter himself quotes in his paper (p. 53), Jackson explicitly rejects concept empiricism like (P) for the exact same reason that Alter does. Jackson thinks that concept empiricism is untenable because, as Alter argues in his third objection, one may understand such concepts as fear, frustration and despair without actually experiencing them if one acquires relevant false memory traces. See Frank Jackson (1998),`Postscript on Qualia', in Mind, Method, and Conditionals: Selected Essays, New York, Routledge, pp. 76 79. See especially p. 77.
4. This statement is based on the assumption that God is omnipotent if and only if, roughly speaking, He can do everything that it is possible to do and He cannot do that which it is necessarily impossible to do. However, some philosophers argue that if God is truly omnipotent then He can do absolutely anything, including that which it is necessarily impossible to do. In this case the antitheist argument fails from the beginning. Many philosophers claim, for instance, that Descartes holds that an omnipotent God can do absolutely anything, including that which it is necessarily impossible to do. See Harry G. Frankfurt (1964) 
Alter's First Objection
As a rst objection to the antitheist argument, Alter argues that even if God Himself cannot experience fear, frustration and despair there is no reason to conclude that He cannot possess concepts of them. For, according to Alter, God can possess such concepts by directly perceiving the`contents of human consciousness' (p. 51). For instance, if someone say, in a silent prayer re ects vividly on her/his fear, Alter says, then God will be able to perceive this person's feeling and to come to understand fully what fear is.
5
There are various dif culties with this reply.
6 First, what Alter takes for granted, i.e., that God can perceive the contents of human consciousness, is controversial among theists. Most notably, early Christians formulated and defended the doctrine of divine impassibility, according to which God cannot perceive human feelings, in particular, human sufferings. This doctrine states that God, who transcends space and time, is not in a position to share human feelings. A number of contemporary theists endorse this doctrine. 7 Second, even if the doctrine of divine impassibility is false and God can in fact perceive human pains and sufferings, Alter's objection is still untenable on two grounds: (i) it is unlikely that any attribute of God is dependent largely on the experience of humans. According to Judaeo-Christian theism God is an independent, self-existing being. That is, God is entirely self-suf cient, not dependent upon anything or anyone outside of Himself. 8 Alter's claim that God's knowledge of fear, frustration and despair relies on the contents of human consciousness is inconsistent with this doctrine of divine independence. (ii) According to the Anselmian tradition, if God exists at all He is necessarily omniscient. However, if Alter's objection is right, God's omniscience is contingent at best, since it will largely depend upon contingent human experiences. Then Alter's objection entails that the Anselmian God, who is necessarily omniscient, does not in fact exist! 5. It might be a problem if no one were to re ect vividly upon their fears, but I ignore this point for the sake of simplicity.
6. One might claim that if Alter's rst objection is right then God would not have been omniscient before His creatures experienced, say, fear for the rst time. Alter argues that we can block this objection if we suppose that God`created a creature experiencing fear at the instant the universe began' and that He was`able to perceive the rst instant of that creature's experience' (p. 51).
7. For the contemporary debate on divine impassibility see Richard E. 8. For example, the following passage in Scripture is said to describe God's independence: The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of heaven and earth and does not live in temples built by hands. And he is not served by human hands, as if he needed anything, because he himself gives all men life and breath and everything else' (Acts 17: 24 25).
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One might claim that God comprehends fully the concepts fear, frustration and despair by imagining or inferring what it would be like for a creature to have experiences pertaining to them, instead of directly perceiving the contents of human consciousness. This claim appears more compelling because in this case God's knowledge is not dependent on contingent human experiences. This idea leads to Alter's second objection to the antitheist argument.
Alter's Second Objection
As a second objection to the antitheist argument, Alter argues that even if God cannot be directly acquainted with fear, frustration and despair themselves, that may not preclude Him from fully understanding the concepts. For, God can be acquainted with`components' of fear, frustration and despair and deduce what it would be like to combine those components into states of fear, frustration and despair without actually having the appropriate experiences (p. 52). In other words, according to this objection, God can fully comprehend the concepts fear, frustration and despair by imagining or inferring what it would be like for a creature to have fear, frustration and despair.
It is not clear what exactly Alter means by components of fear, frustration and despair. 9 And, in any case, it is a matter of enormous controversy in the philosophy of mind whether mental states such as fear, frustration and despair are reducible to something else. Suppose though, for the sake argument, that they are composite states and it is possible for God to understand fully what fear, frustration and despair are by deducing what it would be like to combine their components. However, most theists would nevertheless disagree with Alter that God actually does so. For, according to the traditional doctrine of divine omniscience, God's knowledge is not discursive. Thomas Aquinas describes this doctrine as follows:
In the divine knowledge there is no discursiveness. . . . God sees all things in one thing alone, which is Himself. Therefore, God sees all things together, and not successively. 10 Aquinas contends that God's knowledge does not involve any reasoning or imagination. Similarly, Alvin Plantinga writes,`Of course God neither needs nor uses logic; that is, he never comes to know a proposition A by inferring it from proposition B.' 11 This means that God knows (if He knows at all) fear, frustration 9. As candidates for components of fear, frustration and despair, Alter suggests`qualia that tend to accompany (or partially constitute) those mental states' (p. 52). But without a further argument it is hard to see how they could actually be components of fear, frustration and despair.
10 Divine Omniscience and Experience and despair just as they are.
Thus, even if Alter can prove that in principle God can know discursively what fear, frustration and despair are, which, by itself, seems extremely dif cult to do, that does not satisfy most Judaeo-Christian theists. Alter's second objection is not successful.
Alter's Third Objection
Alter's nal objection to the antitheist argument is the following. Again, because of His omnipotence, God might not be able to experience fear, frustration and despair. However, He can come fully to comprehend the concepts fear, frustration and despair by creating false memory traces of relevant experiences. In order to motivate his claim Alter invites us to imagine the following scenario (p. 54). Suppose that I have never seen red, but one night, while I am asleep, a neurosurgeon operates on my brain so that it is in the state it would have been, had I seen red. Then, thanks to this false memory trace created by the neurosurgeon I know exactly what it is like to see red without actually having experienced red. Similarly, Alter contends, God can come fully to understand the concepts fear, frustration and despair by creating a false memory trace of relevant experiences for Himself without actually having those experiences.
Again, there are a number of problems with this objection. The rst, obvious problem is that the case of false memory trace makes sense only if the agent at issue has a physical body, because the case of false memory trace is based on the assumption that one's mental states are at least correlated with her/his physical states; in particular, brain states. However, according to traditional Judaeo-Christian theism God is incorporeal. That is, unlike us, God does not have relevant physical states at all. 12 The above brain surgery case is plausible because we can suppose that counterfactually, I have seen red and that a neurosurgeon can, in principle, bring about the brain state that I would have been in had I seen red by operating on my brain. However, in the case of God, opponents of the antitheist argument, like Alter, are not allowed simply to make a parallel supposition that counterfactually, God has been in fear, frustration and despair; because that is the very thesis that the antitheist argument denies. Stipulating this thesis begs the question against the antitheist argument.
At this point one might contend that Alter is not suggesting that God creates false memory trace in the way neurosurgeon creates it, but merely that the conceivability of our false memory trace case opens up a possibility that God can also comprehend fully the concept fear, frustration and despair without having relevant experiences. However, rejecting the antitheist argument in this way is very weak. For this is equivalent to rejecting, on the grounds of mere speculation, the thesis of concept empiricism on which the antitheist argument is based, without 12. One might argue that this is not a problem for theists because God can incarnate. However, it is still dif cult to think that God's incarnation is a necessary condition for His full understanding of such concepts as fear, frustration and despair. Even if God can know, in principle, what fear, frustration and despair are by incarnating that cannot be the way He in fact comes to know them.
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Second, having a false memory trace seems to entail having a false belief about a past experience, but it is widely agreed that God does not have false beliefs. 13 The thrust of the doctrine of divine omniscience is that God knows, roughly speaking, everything (or everything knowable). However, it is important to note that this doctrine comes with the proviso that God does not have false beliefs. If God is omniscient then surely it has to be the case that He has such a true belief as, say, a triangle is three-sided, but it also has to be the case that God does not have such a false belief as, say, a triangle is ve-sided; for otherwise God would have such an inconsistent belief as that a triangle is both three-sided and not three-sided. Hence, it is a mistake to think that God has a number of false beliefs about past experiences for the purpose of possessing concepts like fear, frustration and despair. Alter's third objection is, again, unsuccessful.
One might reject my objection by claiming that Alter's argument does not require God to have false beliefs about His past experiences, for it is perfectly possible that while God has false memory traces regarding His past experiences He nevertheless knows that they are false.
14 There are two points to be made here. First, even if God is aware that His memory traces are false it does not follow that God does not have false beliefs on which false memory traces are based. For having false beliefs is one thing and knowing that these beliefs are false is another thing. One can believe falsely that p while knowing that p is false. Second, moreover, it is not entirely clear that one can have false memory traces without having a single false belief. In order to vindicate Alter's third objection, one needs to show that false memory traces do not involve false beliefs at all.
Conclusion
Alter argues that his objections`are consistent with the principal divine attributes' (pp. 47, 48). However, I have shown the contrary. His rst objection is inconsistent with the doctrines of divine impassibility and divine independence. His second objection is inconsistent with the doctrine of divine omniscience. His third objection is inconsistent with the doctrines of divine incorporeality and divine omniscience.
The simplest way for Alter to undercut my criticisms is to reject those doctrines. However, given that they have widely been accepted among JudaeoChristian theists for hundreds of years, or more, Alter faces an uphill struggle. 15 
